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**SD:** It's hard to do a film like that and keep it fresh and keep it fresh but a comedy that's set in the shadow of a tragedy,
that allows people to have a catharsis, also for the audience, is good. It's been a long time since we have seen a film like that. I
had a really good time in the film. **CW:** Let's talk about [the film's] musical numbers. I think you've done some standup
comedy, but this is the first time that you've really done a [musical number]—I know you did your own version of [the song]
"Rockin' Robin," which I think is a terrific number, and you did [a song] in _Karate Kid_, "YMCA." **SD:** I did "YMCA" in
_The Karate Kid_. I did my own version in a film called _What to Expect When You're Expecting_, where I go, "At last, I'm a
woman... but at what cost?" "If it takes a little bit of this," I'd say, "If it takes a little bit of that." And it just kept getting more
and more... [ _laughs_ ] We're very traditional when it comes to having a girl sing. **CW:** The other number that is a staple
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of musicals is the song that's usually done by a really cute girl to the accompaniment of a song by a really cute guy. Do you have
a favorite for you? **SD:** I always love "On the Street Where You Live." It's the only time it's ever been done to my
satisfaction. There's no one who's done it better than John Denver. **CW:** So it's like "MacArthur Park" but [ _laughing_ ]
slightly different. **SD:** [ _laughs_ ] Totally different. **CW:** The standout musical number in the movie is the "Who Is
That Lady" number, when you sing "Who Is That Lady?" What was the song that you had to sing in the movie, that you had to
perform for the writers? **SD:** I had to sing "The Way We Were," a duet with [Marlene] Dietrich. [ _Laughs_ ] **CW:**
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